Security at the point of sale is vital to all retailers. Cash Bases has recognised this need and developed its selfskimming cash drawer range which allows the secure transfer of high value notes to a security box under the
counter or inside the cash drawer with every transaction. This unique self-skimming facility removes the visibility of
high denomination notes eliminating the temptation for till snatches and the need for additional note security. The
solution ensures that both checkout staff and cash are protected at the PoS.

Integral Skimming facility
Once the transaction is complete and the drawer has been closed the notes are skimmed into a locked security note
box incroporated into the drawer insert.

1. Place the notes in compartment

2. Close drawer

3. Notes skim into note box

Midi - Integral Skimmer
A compact slide out cash drawer which offers high capacity storage and the ability
to internally 'skim' high value notes to a security note box inside the drawer with
every transaction. The locked note box can be fixed or removable; if removable it
can be only released by a push button lock for increased security.
Size: width: 425mm > depth: 427mm > height: 120mm
Capacity: 6 notes > 8 coin cups
Ideal for: Any retail environment > Convenience Stores

Maxi- Integral Skimmer
A Very high capacity cash drawer with the ability to internally 'skim' high value
notes with every transaction. Key switch to release the locked note box from
drawer.
Size: width: 484mm > depth: 435 mm > height: 140mm
Capacity: 6 notes > 8 coin cups > Additional compartment for other media
Ideal for: Any retail environment with high volume of cash transactions

Flip Lid - Integral Skimmer
A compact flip lid cash drawer which offers the ability to internally 'skim' high value
notes into a security note box inside the drawer with every transaction. Unique red
metal security cover to release the locked note box from the drawer.
Sizes:
Flip Lid 460: width: 460mm > depth: 172 mm > height:136mm
Flip Lid 490: width: 490mm > depth: 172 mm > height:136mm
Flip Lid 425: width: 425mm > depth: 240 mm > height:136mm
Capacity: 4 notes > 8 coin cups (460 & 490 version) and 9 coin cups (425 version)
Ideal for: Any retail environment > Convenience Stores
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